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The world of internet and intranet Web applications is a dynamic, rapidly changing area.
Software products must follow the increasing needs as well as in quantity as in quality. New
and new components and technologies appear to work with, and it is also common that we
need to redesign our existing solutions.

With such a complicated background it is extremely important to build flexible applications,
where the change of appearance and the continuous expansion are everyday tasks.

In this paper we will try to cover the vital aspects of developing reusable and easily redes-
ignable Web applications. We will show the effectiveness of the well known Model View Con-
troller design pattern. There are advantages and disadvantages when we follow a pre-made
pattern; we show different situations of implementing this design pattern.

We will discuss some features of the Microsoft .NET Framework that are helpful to maintain
software flexibility. Using scripting techniques like ASP.NET, or JSP will make the development
process easier and quicker, however, in these scripts there is an unavoidable mixing of HTML
and program code. Is it acceptable in a Model View Controller system? Can we call such a
script-driven application a pure MVC application? Is the MVC approach preventing us to use
all the advantages of the Web scripting techniques?

We try to answer the questions above. The XML technology became a popular way of
inter-software communication. The XML Web Services give the Web developer community
a standardized way of generating display-independent content. Using the XSL Transforma-
tions makes it possible to separate the information that is responsible for the presentation of
the content (HTML, XHTML, or any format), and the code that generates the output data. We
demonstrate how the XML Web Services and the XSLT help the developer to build flexible
Web applications, where the software business Model, the Controller, and the View (end user
displays, or inter-software interfaces) are perfectly separated, and independently maintained.
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